
reasons. Polypropylene is non-porous and will not absorb moisture or germs. 
Polypropylene is chemical and stain resistant, extremely durable and lasts much longer. 
For these reasons, polypropylene toilet seats are always specified in public restrooms. 
Bath Royale® toilet seats are made of 100% virgin (not recycled) polypropylene which 

throughout and will not chip, peel or fade.  

wire) which does not conduct heat. 

Stronger: Bath Royale® seats are designed and tested to hold 400 pounds (on the closed 
cover or the seat itself.) With the cover open, a "sway" test presses one side of the seat, 
then the other (back  and cover flex, 
but will not crack, break or permanently deform.

 With proper care, your Bath Royale® toilet seat will retain it’s high-
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DELUXE TOILET SEAT

A
Tools Required
Straight slot screwdriver
Phillips head screwdriver



®

                        Simply tap the seat (or 
cover) forward and it will close quietly 

: Makes 
thorough cleaning  fast and easy. 
Eliminates hidden areas that collect 
waste and odor-causing germs.
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Missing Parts? Please do not return your seat. Call (704) 589-1009 or email 
info@bathroyale.com and we will Immediately sent parts at no charge. 

IMPORTANT: Be sure to use all parts.

stainless steel posts.

stainless steel cover

NOTE: Some 1-piece toilets or toilet bowls with flat sides  (concealed trap way) require 
"Top-mount" hardware. Top-mount hardware is sold separately at Amazon.com 
(search" B0759WR3F9" ) or www.bathroyale.com.



2. Assemble parts on bowl .

3. Do Not Completely Tighten Nuts:

can

A) 

 be adjusted.) 
( 

B)  Check proper order of washers. Black 
      conical washer goes on first, then white 
      washer and finally, the white nut.

so the posts are closest to the front of bowl (not 
tank) and 5-1/2 inches apart.  
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5-1/2 in.
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NOTE: If posts are not perfectly aligned and inserted at 

happens, don’t try to unlock or remove the seat. Instead, 
move the base(s) so the second post can be inserted.

NOTE
both posts are inserted and locked into place.

NOTE:
seat (steps 7-8) to access

 the screw heads (see next page).

5. Adjust seat. , adjust it  by moving the
bases, and seat together.  (Loosen nuts further, if necessary.)

Tip: wIf possible, e recommend installing the seat slightly overhanging the front of the bowl. 
That way,  user  seat without touching the toilet bowl.

Tighten screws.  
A) Be sure seat does not move.
B) It may be necessary to hold the nuts to

completely .
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6. 

should remain depressed).

Open seat,

7.

8.

the seat  straight up with one hand. 
NOTE: You will hear  “click” as the seat 
slips off the posts very easily.

a) Be sure the 
b) It may be necessary to hold the nuts to 
completely 
c) If bases move, repeat steps 4-7.
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10. Replace Seat:

9

posts and carefully lower seat back into place (a

seat locks into place).
NOTE:  Do not push hard or force seat onto 
posts. (If difficult, re-check alignment of po

106 7

sts 
and holes.)

CONGRATULATIONS, YOU ARE FINISHED!

TIP
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Please call (704) 589-1009 (7 days/week) or visit our website at 
www.bathroyale.com 

2-Year Limited Warranty- Seat & Hardware

—Thank you for your purchase! If you are not 

a 30-day, no-hassle return policy). Our standard 2-year warranty is one of 
the best in the industry and covers defects in materials and workmanship.   

Doc# 12345
Ver. 01152018
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Bath Royale® by Marcobelle Company
18630 Hammock Lane, Davidson, NC  28036

www.bathroyale.com 

© All Rights Reserved

Care & Cleaning

Your Bath Royale toilet seat is made from 100% pure (not recycled) polypropylene 

but abrasives and hard objects (tools, belt buckles, keys, jewelry, etc.) can scratch 
or dull the surface.

IMPORTANT:

CAUTION:

scratch the surface. 

- Do not use solvents, acid or concentrated cleaners.

be absorbed beneath, causing the bases to move and the seat to slip.


